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ABOUT INCREASE OP THE LARGE _ PROCESSES FRAOTION IN hA
INTERAOTIONS AT ENERGIES 5.1014- I01b e¥ ACCORDI/¢G TO T_
DATA ON E.A.S. HADRONS
Danilov8 T.V., Dubov_ A.G., Erl_kin A.D., Nesterova N.M.,
Chubenko A.P.
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow, 117924,USSR
The lateral distributions of EAS hadrons obtained at
Tien-Shan arra_ are compared with the simulations.The
simulation data have been treated b_ the same wa_ as
experimental data, included the recording method. The
comparison shows that the experimental hsdron lateral
distributions are wider than simulated ones.On the
base of this result the conclusion is drawn that the
fraction of processes with large pj. increases.in
hadron-air interactions at energies 5.1014-1015 eV
compared with accelerator data in p-p interactions at
lower energies.
Introduction. The hadron lateral distributions of EAS de-
tect6d b_ Tien-Shan arra_ /I/(Ne _ 1.3.109! p, = 6909&_n- 9
were published prevlousl_ /2,3/. It was found that the ex-
perimental distributions were wider than simulated ones
and the difference increased with EAS size N e, The more ra-
pid rise with energ_ of the transverse momentum in hadron-
air nuclei interactions has been assumed at primary ener-
gies E> 5.1014 eV compared with the lower energies.
It is difficult _o explsin this result b_ v8ristion of
the primary mass composition, because calculations show a_weak dependence of hadron lateral distribution at distan
_es R--1,5-5 m from EAS axis on p_imar_ composition.
M_thod. EAS electron-photon, component parameters (No-size ;Xo , _o - axis coordinates, _ , _ zenith and azimuth
angles; S - "age" and so on) have been determined b_ means
of the multichannel scintillation and G,M.counter s_stem.
The energ_ and coordinates of hadrons have been determined "
b2 means of the ionization calorimeter (_e_- = 36 m2).
The descriptions of methods and accuracies were given in
11,2,3/.
The hadron densit_ has been calculated as @_ (R) =
/_ (R)/_ for various distances R; (n_ is the number of_
hadron cascades detected in the calorimeterI6C_X%Yo,_gJ
is the area within the bounds of the calorimeter). The spe-
cial simulation /3/ demonstrated the correctness of
27_ (R) to _J_ (R) restoration and the small influence of
coordinate location inaccuracies. It is necessar_ to take
into account the limited lateral resolution of hadron de-
tectors (ionization chambers). It is possible that the
hadron cascades in the calorimeter could be formed b_ seve-
ral hadrons separated b_ distances smaller th_n the cham-
ber size (0.25 x 3) m2.
In this report Tien-Shan experimental results on lateral
distributions of hadron cascades in the calorimeter:
2?_ (R, _ E, NQ ) are compared with the simulation data
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based on atmosphe_ic nuclea_ cascade model. The simulation
data have been t_eated b_ the same wa_ as experimental ones
(selection, _ecordin8 and p=ocessin8 criteria).
Experiment. On the base of ,,_ 5000 EAS the dependence of had-
_on cascade numbe_ in calorimete_ on R was obtained at dis-
tances R = I-6 m f_om axis in various intervals of energies
E _ ( A Ea) f_om 0.5 to 10TeV and various intervals of
Ne • The showers with axes passed th=ough the uppe_ plane
" of the calo_imete_ have been selected. EAS axis parameters
(Mo ,Yo , _9 , _ ) were estimated b3 scintillation counte=s
fo_ the selection and afte_ that the3 were co:_ected with
the help of lateral parameters of bad, on cascade with maxi-
mum enera_. The cascade ene_8_ has been measured at 150-
820 _.cm-_ of Pb abso=be_ in the calorimeter. The special
calculation shows that this ene_8_ is equal to the ene_83
of incident had_on on the ave_aae. The cascades which pas-
sed th_ouah the side chambers were not taken into account.
The experimental _esults a_e p_esented in fi_.1 and 2.
Simulations. The _esults of Monte-Carlo atmospheric nuclear
cascade simulation were used to compare with the experiment.
The detailed interaction characteristics at accelerator
ene_aies have been taken _nto consideration /4,5/. P_evious-
l_ the _eaults of the calculation were checked b_ EAS expe-
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rimental data at small N e
, , , i ' " (Eo = 1013 1014 eV). The
- • _ @ Pig.3 10 energ_ dependence of the trans-
k verse momentum was taken as:
p& = 0.02 lgE + 0.38 for nuc-
_ @Q_ leone and p_ = 0.02 ig E +
+
_ _ • 4) 10-I of secondar3 particles energ3
spectrum were examined,where
• • the "scaling" was preserved
o _ _• o • (c_ = O) and it was viola ted
" V _ (c_ = 0.25) /6/. The "normal"
mixed primar3 composition was
__ Ig _ 10"2- considered ( _ 40_ of protons)
The simulation data for had-
• V tons with the energ_ threshold® [3 Ea>/ 0.5 TeV were used. At
A first, the distortion due to
__ _ 10-3_ the limited lateral resolution
of hadron detectors was ana-
_'_ Lvsedo Hadrons incident2on the
square ol (0.25x0.25) m size
have been combined to one cas-
I 2 _ j4 _ R,m cads as in /7/. This size isi I equal to transverse size of
Ea,TeV exp,slmul ionization chambers in the
O,5-1,O o • experiment. The energ_ of the
1,0-3,2 V • cascade was determined as the
3,2-10 D l sum of energies of all had-
tons in the square. The mu-
tual perpendicular chamber disposition at adjacent rows
allows to select the cascades in this square.
In fig.3 the simulation results fo_ the number of sepa-
rate hadrons are compared with the number of hadron cas-
cade in the c_lorimeter. The data are presented fo_ showers
of _e = 6.105_ @.< 45° in three intervals of Ea : z_E_=
= (0.5-I)! (I-3.2), (3.2-10) TeV. The data in fi_.3 show
that the number of hadron cascades on (0.25x0.25_ m_square
does not differ so much from separate hadron number at
distances (I-5) m from axis.
The experimental _nd simulation result comparison° On
the base of simulations one Can conclude that the previous
experimental data /2,3/ of hadron lateral distribution are
,not\almost distorted b_ detection methods at distances
R = I-5 m from the EAS axis.
In oder to avoid the errors due to possible wrong iden-
tification of hadron cascades in two projections in the
calorimeter, the new treatment of experimental and simula-
tion data has been carried out b_ examination of onl_ on
p_ojection. In this case the total thickness of absorber
above the chamber has been taken into account in the treat-
ment of the experiment and the hadrons incident on the
area (0.25x3) m2 (the size of the ionization chamber) are
combined to cascades in simulation.
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In fi_.1,2 the experimental data on hadron cascade num-
ber _ (X, _Ea , Ne ) passed thxough the caloximetex at
diffexent _ distances are compaxed with the simulations for
the vexsion of "scaling" model txeated by the same way as
experimental ones. The data fox thxee intervals of E axe
l_xesented for two intervals of Na . Ne = (1,3-3,2).105;
N e = 2.105 and N_ -- (I0-32).I05_ -No --1.5.106 . The
experimental results are shown by figures, the simulated
ones a_e by lines. It is seen fxom fig. l,2 the expeximental
distributions axe wider than simulation ones. The prelimi-
nary additional calculation indicates: if had_ons with
energies E_< 0.5 Te¥ are taken into account the result
changes not so much.
Conclusions. The anel_sis of lateral-ene_g_ EAS hadron
characteristics has been carxied on the base of experimen-
tal statistical matexial several times g_eater than befoxe
/2,3/. Atmospheric nuclear cascade simulations made within
assumption of "normal" weak _ise of pj. (E) were carried
out in the same conditions of detection and treatment as
in the experiment. The comparison experimental and simula-
tion results indicates the incxease of large t_ansverse mo-
mentum p#_ (E) p_ocess_s in hadron-aix nuclear interactions
at energles 5.10]*-101o eV compared with lower accelexator
energies in p-p intexactions. It permits one to assume
that the fraction of hadxon "jets" with large pj. , observ-
ed at accelerator experiments, increases with energy. This
effect is p_edicted by QCD-theory /8/ in p_ocesses of deep
inelastic scattexing sf partons. The special calculation is
necessary to determine influence of these p_ocesses on the
EAS hadxon latexal distxibution at Eo_ 5.1014 eV. Howevex,
the approximate estimation has been ca_xied Out by us on
the base of QCD-theor$ /8/ indicates to possibility to
explain Tien-Shan expe2imental date by means of the $_rge
p ,_ "jet" production.
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